**LAKSHMI BRAND BUFFER HEIGHT GAUGE [BG] (LBHG-1)**

**INTRODUCTION:** Buffer Height Gauge, Model BHG-1 is a light weight and compact device for measuring the center height of buffer flange and its housing from top surface of the rail. It has a revolving arrangement for measuring scale to meet out the eccentricity of the center of the buffer and the rail track.

The gauge consists of the following main parts:-
- Fastening clamp with lock screw [1]
- Leveling Bubble
- Knob for lock pin [2]
- Lock for telescopic arm [3]
- Axis
- Slow motion screw knob
- Measuring scale
- Pointer with lock screw [4]

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Measuring range = 900 mm to 1150 mm
- Accuracy = ± 1.0 mm

(Right reserve for modification or alteration without notice for betterment of the product)
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